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WELCOmE TO OUR NON-FICTION CATALOGUE

2017 marks the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. Time to learn more about 
MARTIN LUTHER and the changes he brought about in Andreas Venzke’s  
biography (p. 3).
The title I AM STRONG (p. 4) offers strategies and instructions for girls in order to 
protect and defend themselves when verbally and/or physically bullied. Let’s get 
empowered!
MOZART AND THE ZERO GRAVITY OF MUSIC is the latest addition to our 
collection ARENA LIBRARY OF KNOWLEDGE. This collection offers biographies and 
background titles on the most important historic events (please see p. 5 for the 
novelty and pp. 12 to 15 for the complete backlist).
Our ANIMAL COLLECTION offers knowledge about nature for our little ones: The 
bestselling series written by Friederun Reichenstetter and illustrated by Hans-
Günther Döring is being continued with a novelty (BUNNIES AND RABBITS, volume 
16, p. 6) while we start an activity spin-off called DISCOVER NATURE (p. 23).
Our character-based ACTIVITY titles have been very successful in the German 
market. This spring we offer new titles for STRAWBERRY FAIRY, GRETA GO-LUCKY, 
PRINCESS ANNELI, and GNOME COUNTY.
Everyone loves the BOOK BEAR – the mascot of our FIRST READERS COLLECTION! 
He is now entering the LEARN & PLAY realm to offer learning fun to our preschool 
children.
Please enjoy browsing the next pages! We look forward to hearing from you at any 
time.

With all best wishes

anja tuckermann
Age 12+ • 280 pages • 14,8 x 21 cm • Non-Fiction for teens 
Autumn 2016 • 978-3-401-06854-1  
Rights: available worldwide

WE WILL NOT BE SILENCEd - THE WAy OF THE 
WHITE ROSE ANd THE SCHOLL SIBLINGS TO 
RESISTANCE
Sophie and Hans Scholl, Alexander Schmorell, Christoph 
Probst and many others wanted to resist the totalitarian 
system of the Nazis: They distributed flyers in which they 
invited the German public to show passive resistance. 
With the aid of diary entries, letters and descriptions by 
the members of the White Rose, Anja Tuckermann has 
reconstructed these young people’s road to resistance. 

Pia Emling 
 Rights Manager

Tanja Birkenstock
Head of Rights

Bianca Kuchenbrod
Rights Assistant

THE PUBLISHING COmPANy ANd ITS HISTORy 

Arena Verlag is one of the major publishing companies for children’s and young 
adult fiction in Germany. Founded in 1949, its place of business has been  
Würzburg ever since. Since 1979, Arena Verlag has been a part of the Westermann 
Publishing Group situated in Braunschweig, Germany.
Ever since the company’s establishment, the name Arena has been standing for 
knowledge and entertainment, for sophisticated, informative, and simultaneously 
thrilling children’s and young adult fiction. With about 2,000 available titles as 
hardcovers, paperbacks, board books, EVA books, brochures, audio books, mp3s 
and eBooks, Arena Verlag nowadays keeps a diverse range for infants, children, 
and young adults on hand. There’s something to discover for everyone!

backlist  

Jewel
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NON-FICTION // BIOGRAPHy // RELIGION

ANdREAS VENzkE
Andreas Venzke lives in Freiburg im Breisgau. After studying at the Freie Universität Berlin, he worked as a literary translator  
and journalist, soon mainly as a writer. In his books he likes to devote himself to historical topics. At Arena Puplishing, he has 
published more than ten volumes in the series »Arena Library of Knowledge«, including titles on Goethe, Schiller and Ötzi.  
His books deal with »adults and children who have the courage to accept challenges and overcome obstacles« (Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung). Please also check out the author’s website: www.andreas-venzke.de.

• 2017 celebrates the 
500th anniversary of 
the posting of Luther’s  
theses in 1512.

• Andreas Venzke vividly 
and authentically tells 
martin Luther’s story 
from simple monk to 
the famous reformer.

• Andreas Venzke sold 
approx. 120,000 copies 
in Germany in total.

andreas venzke
Age 11+
144 pages
14.8 x 21 cm • Hardcover 
Narrative, Non-fiction 
With 16 pages of picture 
panels
€ 14.99
978-3-401-60251-6
January 2017
Rights: available worldwide

Martin lutHer. tHe freedoM of words and tHe wildfire of reforMation

Taking the role of the strident reformer Martin Luther, the author tells the life of a person who is 
determined to go to the end. At the age of twenty-two, he enters the monastery against the will of 
his father, and soon becomes a priest. With the famous posting of his theses in 1517 he is attacking 
the most powerful people of his time - the Pope in Rome and the emperor. But he is also a seeker,  
a man with fears and doubts, and so the reader learns about the development of his then  
revolutionary ideas and the formation of the Reformation.

backlist saMPles (autHor)

gutenberg and  
tHe secret of tHe  
black art (vol. 4)
Arena Library of Knowledge. 
Living Biographies
Age 11+
978-3-401-06180-1
June 2008
Rights: sold to ES (Castilian)

scott, aMundsen, and  
tHe Price of faMe. tHe 
conquest of tHe soutH 
Pole (vol. 14)
Arena Library of Knowledge. 
Living History
Age 11+
978-3-401-06539-7
Rights: sold to ES (Castilian)

taking a stand.  
12 Portraits of  
faMous woMen (vol. 14)
Arena Library of Knowledge. 
Living Biographies
Age 11+
978-3-401-60119-9
Rights: available worldwide

http://www.andreas-venzke.de
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NON-FICTION // CONFIdENCE // EmPOWERmENT

SELF-dEFENCE FOR GIRLS
The two authors, Gabi Späth and Barbara Götz, are living in Tübingen and have given courses in self-defence and self-assertion 
as trainers since 1990.

• Examples: say no, body 
language, exploring 
your own limits and 
safety distance, mental 
training¸ liberation and 
strike techniques,  
defence against groups.

• discussions: How to 
deal with bullying.

• Simple practical  
exercises with  
numerous explanatory 
photos.

barbara götz
gabi späth
Age 12+
152 pages
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Softcover 
UV finish on cover
€ 9.99
978-3-401-50953-2
March 2017
Rights: available worldwide

i aM strong. self-defence for girls

Who is not afraid sometimes of going home in the dark? For many, it is difficult to assert themselves 
against nasty classmates. And who isn’t annoyed when attacked verbally or even physically but is 
then too scared to defend herself? Your own body sentiment is a measure of whether a situation is 
OK or if a border has been crossed. Self-awareness and self-assertion are therefore the foundations of 
this book. The most important message is: you can defend yourself!

The authors are two experienced instructors in self-defence. They give many practical tips and 
training suggestions on how to strengthen one’s self-confidence to defend oneself. And for the 
emergency, they show how girls can protect and defend themselves.
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• Absorbing and entertaining  
series offering access to the 
great themes and questions of 
past and present. 

• With a time table and detailed 
glossary.

NON-FICTION // NARRATIVE NON-FICTION // BIOGRAPHy

konrad beikircher
Age 11+
112 pages
13 x 19.8 cm
Soft cover with flaps
3 colour print
€ 9.99
978-3-401-60165-6 
January 2017
Rights: available worldwide

ARENA LIBRARy OF kNOWLEdGE

Mozart and tHe zero gravity of Music (living biograPHies, vol. 16)

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart - everyone knows his music though less about his life. At the age 
of three, he played the piano, with four the violin and he gave his first public concert at the 
age of five and a half. By the time he was twelve years old he had composed three operas, six 
symphonies and hundreds of other works. The cabaret artist and musician Konrad Beikircher 
skillfully takes on the role of the young and later more mature Mozart. With musical expertise, 
empathy and humour, he draws the path from the miracle child to the free-lance composer. 
He talks about intrigues, formative events, special encounters and gives an insight into the 
creation of Mozart's most famous works.

The ARENA LIBRARY OF KNOWLEDGE collection turns essential general knowledge into exciting reading material. History, art, 
science, literature, current topics and events of the past – this series offers entertaining and exciting access to major subjects 
and issues that have always been fascinating. The innovative concept of the collection combines narrative texts with reliable 
factual information. 
The subseries LIVING BIOGRAPHIES brings curious readers a unique, authentically understanding of the great personalities that 
made global history. Sound but still thrilling they introduce the most important people of science, culture and history, their 
motives, believes and dreams.
Rights of the series: see individual titles on page 13

600,000 
coPies 

sold of tHe 
series
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ANImALS IN THE WILd SERIES
Successful non-fiction picture books that bring the native fauna close to kids! Tender stories with lots of information and facts, 
detailed, emotional pictures and an extra audio CD bring facts children will need in school close to them in a playful manner. 
The successful duo Reichenstetter/Döring knows how to captivate girls and boys. This picture book series ANIMALS IN 
THE WILD consists of 16 volumes and sold 350,000 copies of the series so far. In addition we offer a board book spin-off series 
(please see p. 8) and NEW activity titles (p. 23).
Rights of the series: sold to BG, CZ, DK, EE, KOR, LV, PRC, RU, TH

• This is volume 16 of our 
successful ANImALS IN 
THE WILd picture book 
series. 

• Further volumes are in 
preparation.

• We add one novelty a 
year.

friederun reichenstetter
Hans-günther döring
Age 4+
40 pages
21.5 x 28 cm
Hardcover 
Including audio CD 
€ 12.99
978-3-401-71089-1
January 2017
Rights of the series:  
see series information

field bunny and wild rabbit are growing uP (vol. 16)

Who is scuttling over the meadow, quickly disappearing into a rabbit hole? It is the wild rabbit that 
wants to get back to his family. Next door the hare is hiding in a ditch. Both look forward to spring 
when herbs, buds and grasses grow as food and they expect their offspring. Pictures and texts that 
are both sweet and suitable for children tell the story of how differently the sociable wild rabbit and 
the lonely field bunny spend the year in our meadows and fields.

350,000  
coPies 

sold of tHe 
series

→ you find all backlist titles on page 7.
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NON-FICTION // PICTURE BOOk // NATURE

friederun reichenstetter
Hans-günther döring
Age 4+
32 pages
21.5 x 28 cm
Hardcover
Non-fiction picture book
Including audio CD 
€ 12.99

ANImALS IN THE WILd SERIES
Successful non-fiction picture books that bring the native fauna close to kids! Tender stories with lots of information and facts, 
detailed, emotional pictures and an extra audio CD bring facts children will need in school close to them in a playful manner. 
The successful duo Reichenstetter/Döring knows how to captivate girls and boys. This picture book series ANIMALS IN THE 
WILD consists of 16 volumes and sold 350,000 copies of the series so far.
Rights: sold to BG, CZ, DK, EE, KOR, LV, PRC, RU, TH.

How little Hedgehogs  
grow up (vol. 1)
June 2006
978-3-401-08969-0

the blackbird in  
the wild (vol. 2)
January 2008
978-3-401-09267-6

the squirrel in  
the wild (vol. 3)
May 2008
978-3-401-09264-5

How does the tiny  
bee live? (vol. 4)
January 2009
978-3-401-09458-8

the little lady bird 
and the animals on the 
Meadow (vol. 5)
August 2009
978-3-401-09549-3

the little fox and the 
other forest animals 
(vol. 6)
January 2010
978-3-401-09196-9

How do the tiny ants 
live? (vol. 7)
September 2010
978-3-401-09728-2

the tiny frog and His 
friends from ant to 
butterfly (vol. 8)
January 2011
978-3-401-09856-2

the little beaver and 
the river animals 
(vol. 9)
July 2011
978-3-401-09858-6

the little Mole and 
the animals under the 
ground (vol. 10)
January 2012 
978-3-401-09937-8

the little dolphin and 
the animals in the sea 
(vol. 11)
August 2012
978-3-401-09971-2

the little owl and the 
animals of the night 
(vol. 12)
January 2013
978-3-401-70215-5

the little badger and 
other animals who are 
smart builders (vol. 13)
January 2014
978-3-401-70473-9

where are you Hiding, 
little dormouse?  
(vol. 14)
January 2015
978-3-401-70663-4

where do you fly, little 
bat? (vol. 15)
January 2016
978-3-401-70825-6

350,000 
 coPies of tHis 

series sold 
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NON-FICTION // BOARd BOOk // NATURE

friederun reichenstetter
Hans-günther döring
Age 2+
12 pages
17.5 x 20.5 cm
Board book
Extras: peephole in the cover, 
large page that opens up into  
panoramic view, large flap,  
movable part, pop-up 
€ 7.99

dISCOVER THE ANImALS SERIES
How do animals in our gardens, fields and forests live? How do they build their homes? How do they rear their offspring? The 
successful duo Friederun Reichenstetter/Hans-Günther Döring knows how to captivate girls and boys. Their beloved picture 
book series ANIMALS IN THE WILD (see pages 6 and 7) consists of 16 volumes and has sold over 350,000 copies so far. Children 
also meet the most popular animals in these lovely illustrated wildlife board books in the spin-off DISCOVER THE ANIMALS. 
Rights of the series: sold to PRC.

little duck (vol. 1)
978-3-401-70591-0

350,000 
 sold coPies  

of tHe aniMal  
collection 

little Hedgehog (vol. 2)
978-3-401-70592-7

little ladybug (vol. 3)
978-3-401-70593-4

little squirrel (vol. 4)
978-3-401-70590-3

little kitten (vol. 5)
978-3-401-70803-4

little rabbit (vol. 6)
978-3-401-70804-1

little fox (vol. 7)
978-3-401-70806-5

little owl (vol. 8)
978-3-401-70805-8
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NON-FICTION // FOCUS TITLES // NEVIO

NEVIO, THE FEARLESS SCIENCE mOUSE
Turn on the water for Nevio! This small hero discovers the great big world. The optimistic little go-getter discovers the world 
and makes new friends in the process. Skilfully included facts and information complement the tenderly illustrated adventure 
story. And fascinating additional facts and the audio play with sounds and music can be found on the included CD. Ready, set, 
go, Nevio! 
Rights of the series: sold to EE, PRC.

• A lovable hero for 
young daredevils.

• Over 30,000 copies of 
the series have been 
sold in the German 
market so far.

• The audio Cd features 
the story plus lots of 
fascinating additional 
feats and information.

Matthias von börnstadt
vera schmidt
Age 4+
32 pages
21.5 x 28 cm • Hardcover 
4/4 colours with audio CD
€ 12.99
978-3-401-70900-0
June 2016
Rights: see series information

nevio, tHe fearless science Mouse. wHy tHere is day and nigHt,
tHe sun sHines and tHe Moon travels around tHe eartH (vol. 3)

Why doesn’t the sun shine at night? If it did, you could play outside day and night, which would thrill 
Nevio, the fearless science mouse. Galilea, the smart owl that lives in the observatory, has the answer. 
When Nevio looks through her huge telescope, his interest is piqued. He wants to travel to the stars 
and see Planet Earth from up there. Is there a way to do that? Kritta, the inventive crow, has an idea... 
Accompanied by his friends, Nevio has a turbulent adventure on Earth and in the universe. 
Non-fiction facts and information, skillfully tied into the story, give answers to questions typically 
asked by children about the earth, the moon, the sun and our planets.

backlist saMPles (series)

nevio, tHe fearless
science Mouse. wHy
rockets fly, sHiPs swiM 
and cars drive 
(vol. 1)
Age 4+
Picture Book
978-3-401-70333-6
Rights: see series information

nevio, tHe fearless 
science Mouse. How tHe 
fire figHters Put out a 
fire, save PeoPle and 
Protect tHe enviornMent 
(vol. 2)
Age 4+
Picture Book
978-3-401-70664-1
Rights: see series information
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• Ideal presentation of facts and 
information: compact, exciting, 
informative.

• Answering quiz questions 
without the help of adults: the 
correct answer is printed on the 
back of each card.

• Great information in a handy 
format for the road.

NON-FICTION // BESTSELLING SERIES // kNOWLEdGE

bettina gutschalk
karl-Heinz Höllering
Age 5+
80 pages
8 x 13 cm • Spiral binding
4/4 colour
€ 4.99
978-3-401-70938-8 
June 2016
Rights: see series information

QUIz dETECTIVES 

dinosaurs

How long is the neck of the 
barosaurus? Why did some 
dinos swallow rocks? Which  
mountain came into being in 
the cretaceous period?  
Everything you need to know 
about the world of dinos – for 
home and on the road.

Kids will be able to track down the most thrilling things with the pads of the Quiz Detective series! Lots of exciting questions, 
amazing explanations, amusing answers and colourful illustrations make this quiz great fun. The Quiz is designed for one or 
more players; there are three answers to choose from for each question. This is an easy way for children to learn new things 
playfully. Currently there are 24 titles available.
Rights of the series: available worldwide

over  
500,000 
 coPies  
sold

otHer toPics available:
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NON-FICTION // SERIES // GENERAL kNOWLEdGE 8+

volker Präkelt / katalina Präkelt
katja wehner / fréderic bertrand /
derek roczen / alexander von knorre
Age 8+
64 pages
17.5 x 24.5 cm
Including photos and colourful 
illustrations
€ 9.99

BAFFLEd! kNOWLEdGE
Real children’s literature, fictitious interviews, grand time travels, personality tests and lots of facts – the book concept  
skillfully links entertainment and knowledge, reading fun and curiosity about the facts of life together. It speaks the language  
all children age 8 and older love and even spark the interest of those who usually don’t like reading. BAFFLED! playfully  
combines comics, interviews and factual texts with photos and illustrations. Rights of the series: KOR, PRC, German audio  
book rights sold.

kiss your gold goodbye,  
oh Pharaoh! (vol. 1)
Why Mummies Were Often  
Robbed and What Archaeologists 
Found Out About Old Egypt
May 2012
978-3-401-06779-7

zip zap dino crap! (vol. 2)
What Scientists Discover in  
Giant Turds and What They Know 
About the Terrifying Dinosaurs
June 2012
978-3-401-06776-6

oh My god! (vol. 3)
Why We Are All Longing for Faith 
and Why There Are  
Different Faiths 
June 2012
978-3-401-06777-3

Mammoth Mania! (vol. 4) 
Why The Colossus Needed  
a Thick Skin and Where the  
Ötzi Researchers Messed Up
June 2012
978-3-401-06778-0

lancelot, don’t lose your lance! 
(vol. 5) 
About White Knights, Little  
Lice and Why Dragons Are Merely 
a Myth
January 2013
978-3-401-06836-7

Move over, Pluto!  
(vol. 6)
All the Things That Are  
Going on in Space and Why  
We Shouldn’t Fall into Any Black 
Holes 
January 2013
978-3-401-06837-4

don’t feel blue, whale!  
(vol. 7)
Why Whales and Dolphins  
Sing Songs Underwater and Don’t 
Need Swimming
August 2013
978-3-401-06872-5

titus, your toga is slipping!  
(vol. 8) 
The Job of a Consul and Why  
You Wouldn’t Want to  
Become a Gladiator in  
Ancient Rome
July 2013
978-3-401-06860-2

Pirates in sight, captain claus! 
(vol. 9) 
What the Wild Buccaneers Were 
Doing on the Oceans and how  
Störtebeker Lost his Head Twice 
July 2014
978-3-401-60016-1 
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ARENA LIBRARy OF kNOWLEdGE
The ARENA LIBRARY OF KNOWLEDGE collection turns essential general knowledge into exciting reading material. History, art, 
science, literature, current topics and events of the past – this series offers entertaining and exciting access to major subjects 
and issues that have always been fascinating. The innovative concept of the series combines narrative texts with reliable factual 
information. The collection includes three subseries: LIVING BIOGRAPHIES (16 volumes), LIVING HISTORY (21 volumes) and 
TODAY`S ISSUES (9 volumes). It is an ongoing success with 45 titles available and over 600,000 sold copies so far.

Rights of the series: see individual titles on the following pages

The series living biograPHies 
(page 13) brings curious readers a 
unique, authentically understanding 
of the great personalities that 
made global history. Sound but still 
thrilling, these volumes introduce 
the most important persons from 
science, culture and history, and offer 
insight on their motives, believes and 
dreams.

The living History (page 14)  
volumes retell the big events of 
world history from the point of view 
of eye witnesses. Big rulers and 
working people alike report thrilling 
and entertaining on the politics, wars 
and big events of their age, as well 
as of their everyday live. This way our 
authors offer an easy approach to 
the milestones of history.

Know what is going on in today’s 
world with today's issues (page 
15): Highly skilled authors vividly  
impart consolidate knowledge on 
the main topics of our daily news. 
Political, social and economical  
questions are discussed and complex 
context is visualized. These books 

give food for thought.
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NON-FICTION // BESTSELLING SERIES // ARENA LIBRARy OF kNOWLEdGE

living biographies
Age 11+ • 122-144 pages •13.2 x 19.8 cm • Brochure • Soft cover with flaps • With many illustrations • € 7.95 - € 9.99

LIVING BIOGRAPHIES

Georg Popp (Ed.)
very Historical Persons. 
Portraits (vol. 1)
978-3-401-05891-7
Rights: available worldwide

Andreas Venzke
goethe and the root of the 
Matter (vol. 2)
978-3-401-05994-5
Rights sold to: ROK

Andreas Venzke
luther and the Power of the 
word (vol. 3)
978-3-401-06041-5
Rights sold to: ROK, NO

Andreas Venzke
gutenberg and the secret of 
the black art (vol. 4)
978-3-401-06180-1
Rights sold to: ES (Castilian)

Andreas Venzke
Humboldt and the true  
discovery of america (vol. 5)
978-3-401-06217-4
Rights: available worldwide

Andreas Venzke
schiller and the freedom  
of spirit (vol. 6)
978-3-401-06218-1
Rights: available worldwide

Maria Regina Kaiser
charlemagne and the  
crusade of wisdom (vol. 7)
978-3-401-06065-1
Rights: available worldwide

Andreas Venzke
living for Peace. famous 
individuals against war and 
violence (vol. 8)
978-3-401-06394-2
Rights: available worldwide

Barbara Leisner
sophie scholl and the 
resistance of the white rose 
(vol. 9)
978-3-401-06398-0
Rights: available worldwide

Andreas Venzke
kleist and the broken classic 
literature (vol. 10)
978-3-401-06646-2
Rights: available worldwide

Andreas Venzke
Ötzi and the revelations of a 
Mummy in a glacier (vol. 11)
978-3-401-06651-6
Rights: available worldwide

Ludger Schadomsky
nelson Mandela and the 
Power of Humanity (vol. 12)
978-3-401-06664-6
Rights sold to: TR

Harald Parigger
napoleon. the insatiable 
emperor (vol. 13)
978-3-401-06831-2
Rights: available worldwide

Andreas Venzke
taking a stand.  
12 Portraits of famous  
women (vol. 14)
978-3-401-60119-9
Rights: available worldwide

Günther Wessel
Just once to the end  
of the world. legendary  
discoverers and their  
adventure stories (vol. 15)
978-3-401-60164-9
Rights: available worldwide
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NON-FICTION // BESTSELLING SERIES // ARENA LIBRARy OF kNOWLEdGE

LIVING HISTORy

Harald Parigger
caesar and the  
threads  
of Power (vol. 1)
978-3-401-05979-2
Rights sold to: ES,  
ROK

Maria Regina Kaiser
alexander and the  
limits of the world  
(vol. 2)
978-3-401-06064-4
Rights sold to: ROK

Harald Parigger
barbara schwarz and  
the fire of despotism.
a case from the  
History of witch  
Hunts (vol. 3)
978-3-401-06124-5
Rights: available  
worldwide

Martin Zimmermann
stories about world  
History – an  
expedition.  
from the beginnings  
to now (vol. 4)
978-3-401-06216-7
Rights sold to: HR

Harald Parigger
the black death –  
the great Plague  
epidemics (vol. 5)
978-3-401-05583-1
Rights: available  
worldwide

Harald Parigger
fugger and the  
scent of gold (vol. 6)
978-3-401-05992-1
Rights: available  
worldwide

Günther Bentele
the tinker and the  
revenge of the  
Peasants (vol. 7)  
(Medieval living  
vol. 1)
978-3-401-06466-6
Rights: available  
worldwide

Günther Bentele
two squires and the  
king’s calling (vol. 8)  
(Medieval living  
vol. 2)
978-3-401-06469-7 
Rights: available  
worldwide

living History
Age 11+ • 112-176 pages •13.2 x 19.8 cm • Brochure • Soft cover with flaps • With many illustrations • € 8.95 - € 9.99

Harald Parigger
the era of the  
crusades. gottfried  
von bouillon 
and the battle of  
Jerusalem (vol. 9)
978-3-401-06276-1
Rights: available  
worldwide

Maria Regina Kaiser
ramses ii and the  
doves of Peace  
(vol. 10)
978-3-401-06500-7
Rights: available  
worldwide

Günther Bentele
wise Monks and a 
sold Miracle (vol. 11)  
(Medieval living  
vol. 3)
978-3-401-06149-8
Rights: available  
worldwide

Harald Parigger
1848 – robert blum  
and the revolution of  
the forgotten  
democrats (vol. 12)
978-3-401-06399-7
Rights: available  
worldwide

Maria Regina Kaiser
cleopatra and the  
cloak of Power  
(vol. 13)
978-3-401-06566-3
Rights sold to: ES

Andreas Venzke
scott, amundsen and  
the Price of fame. 
the conquest of the  
south Pole (vol. 14)
978-3-401-06539-7  
Rights sold to: ES

Günther Bentele
the trade Master 
and the unrest of 
the trades (vol. 15)  
(Medieval living  
vol. 4)
978-3-401-06148-1
Rights: available  
worldwide

Andreas Venzke
the brothers grimm  
and the riddle of the  
frog Prince (vol. 16)
978-3-401-06775-9
Rights: available  
worldwide

Günther Bentele
frederick the great  
and the Mills of  
Justice (vol. 17)
978-3-401-06791-9
Rights: available  
worldwide

Harald Parigger 
the french revolution  
or the Price of  
liberty (vol. 18)
978-3-401-06662-2
Rights: available  
worldwide

Anja Tuckermann
one nation, one  
empire, one land in  
ashes. adolescents  
in national socialism  
(vol. 19) 
978-3-401-06823-7
Rights: available  
worldwide

Andreas Venzke
augustus and the  
lost republic  
(vol. 20)
978-3-401-06663-9
Rights: available  
worldwide

Jürgen Teichmann
galilei, röntgen & co.  
How science rediscovered 
the world (vol. 21)
978-3-401-06907-4
Rights: available  
worldwide
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NON-FICTION // BESTSELLING SERIES // ARENA LIBRARy OF kNOWLEdGE

TOdAy’S ISSUES

Gerd Schneider
Politics (vol. 1)
112 pages
January 2008
978-3-401-06172-6
Rights: available worldwide

Ruth Omphalius/Monika Azakli
climate change (vol. 2)
144 pages
June 2008
978-3-401-06219-8
Rights: available worldwide

Gerd Schneider
globalisation (vol. 3)
144 pages
June 2008
978-3-401-06222-8
Rights sold to: KR

Souad Mekhennet/  
Michael Hanfeld
islam (vol. 4)
192 pages
June 2008
978-3-401-06220-4
Rights: available worldwide

Christiane Toyka-Seid /  
Gerd Schneider
the financial crisis (vol. 5)
112 pages
February 2009
978-3-401-06431-4
Rights: available worldwide

Peter W. Schroeder
usa. a History of a  
super Power (vol. 6)
144 pages
February 2010
978-3-401-06525-0
Rights: available worldwide

Ludger Schadomsky
africa. the changing face of 
a continent (vol. 7)
144 pages
May 2010
978-3-401-06527-4
Rights: available worldwide

Olaf Preuß
loss of Power. on energy 
and dwindling commodities 
(vol. 8)
112 pages
February 2012
978-3-401-06805-3 
Rights: available worldwide

Ruth Omphalius/Monika Azakli
i can stop anytime.  
drugs. the dangerous  
dream of Happiness (vol. 9)
144 pages
August 2013
978-3-401-06490-1
Rights: available worldwide

today's issues
Age 11+ •13.2 x 19.8 cm • Brochure • Soft cover with flaps • With many illustrations • € 7.95 - € 9.99
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over  
500,000  
coPies  
sold
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NON-FICTION // BESTSELLING SERIES // ENCyCLOPEdIA

general knowledge
With illustrations by Hauke Kock
Age 12+  
14.2 x 19.8 cm  
Brochure with flaps  
€ 8.99 - € 9.99

GENERAL kNOWLEdGE SERIES
Learning is thrilling – Knowledge is fun! The series GENERAL KNOWLEDGE presents essential knowledge in clearly arranged and 
comprehensible way. Each title is exciting and entertaining reading material. Whether you are interested in history, literature, 
natural sciences, art or great personalities, this series is a reliable work of reference on every book shelf. Everything we need to 
know in the third millennium!
Rights of the series: see individual titles

Frank Kolb (Ed.)
general knowledge.  
the great cultural guide
400 pages
May 2008
978-3-401-50051-5
Rights sold to: KOR

Martin Zimmermann (Ed.)
general knowledge.
everything you’ve got  
to know
360 pages
January 2016
978-3-401-50925-9
Rights sold to: HR, HU, KOR,  
LT, TH, German audio  
book rights

Dieter Lamping/  
Simone Frieling (Ed.)
general knowledge.  
works of world literature
336 pages
January 2016
978-3-401-50929-7
Rights sold to: KOR

Martin Zimmermann (Ed.)
general knowledge. 
world History
496 pages
January 2016
978-3-401-50926-6
Rights: German audio  
book rights sold

Martin Zimmermann (Ed.)
general knowledge. 
great Personalities
360 pages
July 2016
978-3-401-50928-0
Rights sold to: HR, KOR

Ingo Loa (Ed.)
general knowledge. 
natural sciences
200 pages
January 2016
978-3-401-50927-3
Rights sold to: KOR, TH

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Benz (Ed.)/
Frank Kolb (Ed.)
from an empire to a  
separated nation. german 
History 1890-1949 (vol. 1)
376 pages
€ 9.99
June 2016
978-3-401-50859-7
Rights: German audio  
book rights sold

Prof. Dr. Christoph Kleßmann/  
Dr. Jens Gieseke  
from the end of world war ii 
to date. german History from 
1945 (vol. 2)
256 pages
€ 8.99
March 2016
978-3-401-50860-3
Rights: German audio  
book rights sold

Wolfgang Piereth (Ed.)
from the beginnings to the 
empire. german History Prior 
to 1900 (vol. 3)
400 pages
€ 22.00
July 2010
978-3-401-06391-1
Rights: available worldwide

general knowledge. 
german History
With illustrations by Hauke Kock
Age 12+
Hardcover with jacket

http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
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Learning Fun with the Book Bear
activity // PreschooL // new series

Everyone loves the Book Bear! Luckily, he is accompanying girls and boys up to the start of the school - with educational 
exercises that provide learning safety and fun. The Book Bear First Readers Collection offers a 3-level system which  
accompanies the children according to their reading progress for 25 years now. Now we add activity pads to transport 
learning fun through our beloved character Book Bear.

• all topics that are important for 
a successful school start of are 
covered.

• all common preschool exercises 
included.

• Four-colour throughout.

Bo
o

k 
Be

ar

the numBers From 1 to 20

How much are "6" and how do you write this number? The 
Book Bear introduces all numbers from 1 to 20! Coloured  
vignettes for counting illustrate the number, number strips 
for colouring in promote the active numerical  
comprehension and large digits for tracing promote first 
writing. A successful school start is guaranteed.

Silke Reimer  
Silke Reimer/Fréderic Bertrand 
Age 5+  
64 pages  
15 x 15 cm  
€ 3.99  
January 2017  
Rights: available worldwide

aLPhaBet and Letter games

A like apple, Z like zebra - the book bear presents the entire 
alphabet! Colourful pictures for initial sounds help to  
memorize them, big letters for tracing lead to first  
learning success and simple words to colour copy make 
keen readers.

First swing exercise 

With these fun swing exercises, preschool 
children train their fine motor skills with 
the Book Bear, thereby preparing playfully 
for the writing skills at school.

978-3-401-71085-3

978-3-401-71084-6

978-3-401-71087-7

CliCk HeRe: 

SpeCial  

Catalogue 

http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf 
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_firstreaders.pdf
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ACTIVITy // STRAWBERRy FAIRy // COLOUR & PLAy

stefanie dahle
Age 4+
48 pages
Softcover
UV finish on cover
€ 6.99
978-3-401-70860-7
January 2017
Rights: see series information

STRAWBERRy FAIRy ACTIVITy

tHe strawberry fairy. sParkling set-uP cHaracters

A smashing success in kindergartens: the Arena pricking pads! Colouring in and pricking does not only promote 
motor skills and concentration but also has a relaxing effect. And after the pricking is done, children will love to 
play with the glittery Strawberry Fairy figurines! 

It’s as simple as that: Select your character and colour it in. Put the sheet on a felt mat or carpet rest and punch 
out the character with the pricking needle. Now you can set it up and play with it!

backlist saMPles

strawberry fairy  
Mandalas
Age 5+
Learn & Play
978-3-401-71031-0
Autumn 2016
Rights: see series information

My Most wonderful  
colouring Pictures
Age 4+
Boardbook, enclosed is a  
cardboard picture frame; 
including 3 sticker sheets
978-3-401-70876-8
Rights: see series information

Everyone loves the strawberry fairy! The little fairy is caring, affectionate, and always there whenever her friends are in 
need for help. The books are as lovely as dreams, and tell magical stories about the adventures of the Strawberry Fairy 
and all of her friends from the Wildberry Woods. Stefanie Dahle, the illustrator of the series, creates her own imaginative 
and beautiful picture book worlds that let the reader spend many hours day dreaming. 2017 we are celebrating 10 
years of Stefanie Dahle published by Arena!
Reseries consists of picture books, board books, story books and activity titles. Rights of the series: sold to BG, CO, CZ, 
DK, EE, ES (CO), FI, GR, HU, LV, NO, SI, PRC, ZA, German audio book rights.

dazzling connect-tHe-
dots Pictures starring 
tHe strawberry fairy
Age 4+
Activity 
978-3-401-70509-5
Rights: see series information

600,000 
 coPies of  
tHe series 

sold

click Here: 

sPecial  

catalogue 

http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_dahle.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_dahle.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_dahle.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_dahle.pdf
http://www.arena-verlag.de/sites/default/files/2017_spring_arena_dahle.pdf
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• Strong characters girls 
can relate to.

• Wonderfully fresh design 
that attracts both, girls 
and their mothers.

• Powerful children’s topics.

LEARN & PLAy // GRETA GO-LUCky // PRE-SCHOOL

sandra grimm/elli bruder
silke reimers 
Age 5+
32 pages
21 x 21 cm
Paperback
4/4 colour
€ 3.99
978-3-401-71072-3
January 2017
Rights: see series information

GRETA GO-LUCky ACTIVITy 

first swing exPerience 

Learn how to write? No problem! With Greta Go-Lucky and the hilariously illustrated 
swing exercises, practicing is suddenly huge fun.

backlist saMPles (series)

colouring fun witH  
greta go-lucky in  
kindergarten
Age 5+
32 pages
978-3-401-70954-3
June 2016
Rights: see series information

 
colouring fun witH 
greta-go-lucky My  
favourite aniMals
Age 5+
32 pages
978-3-401-70953-6
June 2016
Rights: see series information

Hello, here comes Greta! Not only is her name Go-Lucky but she also is one. And she brings good luck to every child, too. Greta 
Go-Lucky is a delightful series by Sandra Grimm for girls of kindergarten age. It features topics important to little readers such as 
»friendship« and »helping others«. The series features picture books and activity titles. This activity book designed by Elli Bruder 
and Silke Reimers will surely catch the eyes of pre-schoolers and little animal-friends.
Rights of the series: sold to EE

20,000 
 coPies of tHis 

series sold 
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• Learning is fun with  
charming riddles.

• Princess Anneli is a character 
of the well-known world of 
brands created by Steinbeck.

ACTIVITy // PRINCESS ANNELI // SCHOOLBEGINNERS

steinbeck 
steinbeck/Myriam Homberg 
Age 7+
80 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm • Pad
All-colour design
€ 4.99
978-3-401-71069-3
January 2017
Rights: see series information

PRINCESS ANNELI ACTIVITy FUN 

riddle fun for scHool starters

Princess Anneli and her friends present new tricky riddles: How many petals do 
the roses have? Where is the princesses’ dance taking place? And who is wearing 
which costume? 
Together with Anneli, little fans of princesses solve number riddles, puzzles, 
search pictures, and maze puzzles.

also new (series)

Princess anneli. tHe  
great dot Puzzle fun
Age 7+
Activity Pad
978-3-401-70962-8
Rights: see series information

Princess anneli’s  
colourful Puzzle fun 
Age 5/6+
Activity Pad
978-3-401-70963-5
Rights: see series information

Princess Anneli and Albert, her favourite pony, live in the smallest kingdom of the world behind seven hills, six dwarves, five flower 
fields, four giants, three lakes, two fairies and one deep blue ocean. The kingdom is so tiny that nothing really ever happens there. 
Yet Anneli is sure of one thing: lots of exciting adventures await her and her pony behind those forbidden thorny hedges! The 
series consists ofchapter books and two activity titles.
Rights of the series: available worldwide
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GNOmE COUNTy ACTIVITy FUN
ACTIVITy // GNOmE COUNTy // kINdERGARTEN

also new (series)
Franziska Jaekel
Steinbeck
adventures in gnoMe 
county. sleeP tigHt, 
dear aniMal friends!
Age 24 months + 
Board book
€ 7.99
978-3-401-70970-3
Rights: see series  
information

The designer and illustrator Walter Steinbeck and his team have worked on various children’s themes for many years. In 
addition to book projects they also created product worlds with beautiful items for everyday use. The adventures of the 
Gnomes in Gnome County enchant even our youngest readers.
Rights of the series: available worldwide

favourite animals
978-3-401-71070-9

toys
978-3-401-71071-9

My very first colouring book

The adventuresome Gnomes present 
their favourite animals and toys to 
young colouring fans. The all-in-
colour patterns invite young children 
to colour them in and are even 
suitable for small toddlers.

steinbeck
Age 4+
32 pages 
21 x 21 cm
Softcover
€ 3.99
January 2017
Rights: see series information

Franziska Jaekel
Steinbeck
adventures in gnoMe 
county. coMe and Play 
witH us!
Age 24 months + 
Board book
978-3-401-70971-0
Rights: see series  
information
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20,000
 coPies of tHe 
 series sold 
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• Relaxing creativity.
• Promotes inner balance and 

recreation.

ACTIVITy // mANdALA // kINdERGARTEN

Johannes rosengarten
Age 5+
96 pages
21.5 x 28 cm
Soft cover (pad)
€ 5.00
978-3-401-71080-8
January 2017
Rights: see series information

COLOURING FUN 

tHe great big Mandala colouring book. sources of relaxation

Mandalas have always been sources of power and relaxation. This volume features 48 
dream-like motifs inspired by imagination. They offer something for every taste and  
disposition.

backlist (series)

sHiMMering Mandalas. 
HaPPiness, relaxation, 
day-dreaMing
Age 5+
Mandala Pad
978-3-401-70912-3
Rights: see series information

My big fat Mandala  
colouring Pad
Age 5+
Mandala Pad
978-3-401-09964-4
Rights: see series information

Johannes Rosengarten works as freelance art director. For over 25 years he has been engaged in meditation, yoga and relaxing 
techniques. Ever since his first stay in India in 1988 he has been fascinated by Mandalas and their meaning. Johannes Rosengarten 
organises many events in nurseries and elementary schools and offers seminars and didactic workshops, centred around  
Mandalas.
Rights of the series: sold to CZ, DK,IL, IT, and US.

tHe Most beautiful 
arena Mandalas for 
kindergarten
Age 5+
Mandala Pad
978-3-401-70994-9
Rights: see series information
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dISCOVER NATURE
LEARN & PLAy // NATURE // NEW SERIES

backlist (aniMal collection)

tHe little duck
Age 2+
Animals
978-3-401-70591-0
Rights: sold to PRC

neW

Whether birds or animals in the forest - there is so much to learn about our native animals! Kids enjoy that, especially 
when they can discover nature with colourful animal stickers and small riddles all by themselves. Coloured illustrations, 
many pages for colouring in and a sticker sheet invite you to participate. The new series Discover Nature is an addition to 
our successful non-fiction picture book series ANIMAL IN THE WILD written by Friederun Reichenstetter and illustrated by 
Hans-Günther Döring.

little fox and his 
friends
978-3-401-70909-3

little titmouse and 
her friends
978-3-401-70910-9

• Solve riddles and create 
images with over 60 
animal stickers.

• Coloured nature scenes 
and many pictures for 
colouring.

My big sticker book

Whether birds or animals in the forest - 
there is so much to learn about our native 
animals! Kids enjoy that, especially when 
they can discover nature with colourful 
animal stickers and small riddles all by 
themselves.
Coloured illustrations, many pages for 
colouring in and a sticker sheet invite you 
to participate.

friederun reichstetter
Hans-günther döring/
corina beurenmeister
Age 4+
24 pages 
21 x 21 cm
Booklet with sticker sheet
€ 4.99
January 2017
Rights: available worldwide

wHere are you 
Hiding, little  
dorMouse?
Age 4+
Animals
978-3-401-70663-4
Rights: sold to BG, CZ, 
EE, KR, LV, PRC, RU, TH

neW
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SLEARN & PLAy // ExERCISE PAdS // kINdERGARTEN

kINdERGARTEN ExERCISE PAdS  
Lovely designed puzzle illustrations for kindergarten children. The pads include number games, dot-to-dot puzzles, labyrinths 
and picture puzzles. These pads are fun and train the capability to concentrate and logical thinking with no visible effort.
Rights of the series: sold to IL and IT.

• Including busy pictures, 
mental puzzles and  
colouring exercises.

• The promotion of  
knowledge and skills is 
perfectly tailored to this 
age group.  

carola schäfer
sabine simon
Age 4+
192 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm 
Black-and-white, adhesive 
binding on top
€ 5.00
978-3-401-71081-5
January 2017
Rights: see series information

colouring, searcHing, concentrating. My suPer fat kindergarten Pad

Fit for school? With this exercise pad, of course! The funny puzzles and search games are 
fun while playfully promoting motor and cognitive skills.

backlist saMPles (series)

My learning and  
exercising Pad for 
kindergarten. first 
Picture Puzzles: finding 
tHe details, counting & 
colouring
Age 4+
Exercise Pad 
978-3-401-41610-6
Rights: see series information

My PrescHool learning  
& exercise Pad
Age 4+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41580-2 
Rights: see series information

riddling, Puzzling  
& colouring
Age 5+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41499-7
Rights: see series information
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SLEARN & PLAy // ExERCISE PAdS // PRESCHOOL

PRESCHOOL ExERCISE PAdS  
Lovely designed puzzle illustrations for preschool children. The pads include number games, dot-to-dot puzzles, labyrinths 
and picture puzzles. These pads are fun and train the capability to concentrate and logical thinking with no visible effort.
Rights of the series: sold to IL and IT.

• The perfect preparation 
for school.

• knowledge and skills 
tailored to that specific 
age group.

• dot-riddles, letter  
quizzes and many more!

christiane krapp
ina Hoffmann
Hela woernle 
Age 5+
192 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm 
Exercise Pad
€ 5.00
978-3-401-71083-9
January 2017
Rights: see series information

riddles witH letters and nuMbers. My suPer fat PrescHool Pad

Let’s go to preschool! With easy riddles, number games and handwriting exercises, this pad 
makes starting school easy!

backlist saMPles (series)

Puzzle gaMe fun
Age 5+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41611-3
Rights: see series information

brigHt letter Puzzles
Age 5+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41487-4
Rights: see series information

about nuMbers and 
letters
Age 5+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41474-4
Rights: see series information
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SLEARN & PLAy // ExERCISE PAdS // PRImARy SCHOOL

PRImARy SCHOOL ExERCISE PAdS 
Lovely designed puzzle illustrations for preschool children. The pads include number games, dot-to-dot puzzles, labyrinths 
and picture puzzles. These pads are fun and train the capability to concentrate and logical thinking with no visible effort.
Rights of the series: sold to IL and IT.

• The perfect learning 
companion.

• Can be used for focused 
training as well as just 
for fun.

• Promotes cognitive skills.

birgit gehring/lena roth
Heike Heimrich/Hela woernle 
Age 6+
128 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm 
Exercise pad
€ 5.00
978-3-401-71082-2
January 2017
Rights: see series information

calculating and writing for 1st grade. My suPer fat Pad for PriMary scHool

Exercising like this is fun! Which footprint belongs to the burglar? What are the frogs  
running away from? Riddles and easy calculations train your concentration and make you 
want more. And along the way, the witty tasks provide important skills and basic  
knowledge about important school subjects in a playful manner.

backlist saMPles (series)

calculating, drawing 
and writing. My learning 
and exercise Pad for 
PriMary scHool
Age 7+
978-3-401-41615-1
Rights: see series information

My suPer fat scHool 
beginner’s exercise Pad. 
letters, nuMbers,  
concentration
Age 6+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41612-0
Rights: see series information

My suPer fat eleMentary 
 scHool Pad. Puzzle 
gaMes, reading riddles, 
Mazes 
Age 7+
Exercise Pad
978-3-401-41559-8
Rights: see series information
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tHe following agencies rePresent our lists:

albania/bulgaria/croatia/  
Macedonia/serbia/slovenia:  
Anthea Agency
Katalina Sabeva
62 G.M. Dimitrov Blvd./ Suite 20
BG - Sofia 1172
Tel/ Fax: +359-2-986 35 81
E-Mail: katalina@anthearights.com
www.anthearights.com

china/taiwan/Hongkong:
Hercules Business & Culture GmbH
Hongjun Cai
Am Röderweg 6
D – 61138 Niederdorfelden
Tel: +49-61 01-40 79 21
Fax: +49-61 01-40 79 22
E-Mail: cai@hercules-book.de 

czech & slovac republic:
Dr. Ivana Beil
Literary Agent
Schollstraße 1
D – 69469 Weinheim
Tel: +49-62 01-1 46 11
Fax: +49-62 01-1 68 83
E-Mail: dribeil@aol.com 

france:
Eliane Benisti Agency
Eliane Benisti
80, rue des Saints-Pères
F – 75007 Paris
Tel: +33-1-42 22 85 33
Fax: +33-1-45 44 18 17
E-Mail: benisti@elianebenisti.com 

greece:
Iris Literary Agency
Catherine Fragou
18, Komotinis str.
GR – 136 76 Thrakomakedones/Athens
Tel: +30-210-24 32 473
Fax: +30-210-24 35 042
Mobile: +30-69-77 27 67 43
E-Mail: irislit@otenet.gr
www.irisliteraryagency.gr

Hungary:
Balla-Sztojkov Literary Agency
Catherine Balla
Papnövelde u. 10. 1/3a
H-1053 Budapest
Tel: +36-1-456-03-11
E-Mail: c.balla@ballalit.hu 

israel:
The Book Publishers Association of Israel
Beverley Levit
29 Carlebach Street 
IL - 67132 Tel Aviv
Tel: +972-3-5614121
Fax: +972-3-5611996
E-Mail: rights1@tbpai.co.il 

italy:
Giuliana Bernardi
Literary Agent
Via Duca d'Aosta, 13/3
I – 30171 Venezia Mestre
Tel: +39 041 50 56 512
Fax: +39 041 96 22 47
E-Mail: GBernardi.LitAg@alice.it 

Japan:
Meike Marx
Literary Agent
2-6-5 Otoe-cho
Fukagawa
Hokkaido 074-1273
Japan
Tel: +81 164 251466
Fax: +81 164 263844
E-Mail: meike.marx@gol.com 

korea:
MOMO Agency
Geenie Han
102 - #804 BlenHeim APT
26 Worldcup-ro 25, Mapo-gu,  
Seoul 03964, Korea  
Tel: +82-2-337-86 06
Fax: +82-2-337-87 02
Mobile: +82-11-90 81-98 65
E-Mail: geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr  

the netherlands/belgium
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